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VIABILITY: MEMBRANE (3) - HOLES - HUMERUS OR RADIUS EXPOSED

Damage sustained to membrane, leaving part of the radius exposed illustration © Dave Pinson
There will often be associated muscle and/or tendon damage, and sometimes vascular disruption to the wrist and beyond.

And for the likely outcome following rehabilitation, click on the image below.

Note: we do not have to wait for holes to completely heal before release, but bone must be fully covered.

Holes in the centre of membrane areas that have part exposed either of the arm bones present us with a little bit
more of a challenge - requiring treatment and nursing that is quite intensive.

PROBLEMS & CONSIDERATIONS
Bone that is exposed or allowed to dry out will become infected or rapidly die - also causing the death of
all bones beyond that point. That would take the injury from viable to unviable.
When arm bones are exposed, there is usually associated muscle and/or tendon damage - ranging from
minor through to catastrophic.

SOLUTIONS & VIABILITY
Once bone is exposed, we need to treat with antibiotics, keep the bone moist at all times with constant hydrogel
applications (such as Solosite ®), and cover with semi-occlusive dressing - unless the bone is already infected,
then we switch to antibiotics, constant cover with Flamazine ®, and cover with semi-occlusive dressing until
infection is under control. With good hygiene, wound management, and nursing practices, this sort of damage is
well within the 90% plus viability category. If the tendon has dried out, died, or snapped, there is no treatment
and the animal will need euthanasing. If muscle tissue is involved (as in photo below), and depending upon blood
supply, a surprising amount can regrow. Dressings and fresh application of gel or cream will need changes and
re-application every 2-5 days. If the bone is completely 'ringbarked' (i.e. an area with no muscle present right
around the bone), it is extremely unlikely to re-grow, blood supply is likely cut to the whole wrist and fingers, and
the animal will need euthanasing.
Treatment for damage to this area is covered in depth here

POLL RESULTS - HOLES WITHIN MEMBRANE - HUMERUS OR RADIUS EXPOSED

Version two of this manual had a poll conducted amongst a great many carers and vets to ascertain what viability
consensus is within each category. In 2018 another poll was conducted amongst the bat-care community via
SurveyMonkey © to get an updated result. I have presented the results below in both infographic form, and as a
Likert-style percentage figure.
The question asked was:

Notes: the general consensus is agree of rehabilitating bats with membrane holes - humerus or radius exposed.
Agree: 55.00%. Disagree: 15.00%. Redistributed mean (50% of neutral assigned either way): 70.00% agree.

EXAMPLE
The following photo is an example of a flying-fox with holes within the membrane with arm bone exposed.

Black Flying-fox with hole in right wing exposing her humerus photo © Dave Pinson
With commonsense treatment and nursing, this bat made a full recovery and was released back to the wild.
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